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Before I started my coaching with Andrea I was in a situation where I had just finished my master, 

my temporary position at a global company was expiring and I had no new job in sight…. Thus, the 

career I looked forward to start should take its beginning with unemployment benefits and job 

uncertainty for God knows how long. This left me in a situation were I was frustrated, I felt 

insecure and uncertain about myself, my confidence and self-esteem were in a downward spiral 

and I was very hard toward myself; telling me that everything I did was not good enough, which 

made it difficult for me to see all my competences both personally and professionally. As such, my 

goal with the coaching sessions was to turn around this downward spiral; improve the believe in 

myself and amplify my confidence. 

 

During the coaching process, Andrea was good at asking questions that made me aware of sides of 

myself, which was preventing me from developing and taking chances. By making me explore 

these sides of my self by making me think of different situations I had experienced, and writing 

things down, she opened my eyes for my unrealistic views upon myself and how I want to be 

perceived by others. Andrea also made me realise that having success and being respected do not 

have to be compromised with me being kind and thoughtful towards others. Rather Andrea 

provided me with questions, comments and exercises that made me aware of my own 

competences and qualities and made me believe them, made me more confidence and gave me the 

believe that I too deserve to shine just as I always let other shine (often on my own behalf). 

 

I very much appreciated Andreas’ calm, curries, smiling and positive personality. When talking 

about my different issues and subjects, Andrea was very good at giving me time to think, and 

express myself at my own pace, as well as she was good at pushing me when needed. Her in-depth 

questions functioned as eye openers for me, and made me see things in different perspectives 

while she also helped me with tactics on how to handle or act in specific situations in relation to 

my issues.  

 

Furthermore, I found Andrea very inspiring and her knowledge and passion for coaching is very 

giving. She was good identifying connections with my issues and professional literature, hence 

Andrea recommended books and links to on-line videos that provided me with new perspectives 

on the issues I was troubling, and which was very helpful and inspiring for me. 

 

After working together with Andrea, I have become more certain about my self; my self-esteem 

has risen, I am more confident and I believe in myself in a more grounded and positive way than I 

have ever done before. I speak up when I participate in seminars, I speak up and say my opinion in 

professional environments and people listen to my opinions with interest and nodding heads. 

Furthermore, my believe in myself shines through and have helped me a lot when being at job 

interviews and when writing job applications. At last Andrea taught me the importance of loving 

and respecting your self -  a vital thing in life if I want to succeed with being me. 

 

I would recommend Andrea to people who experience uncertainty about them selves, who needs 

a boost to overcome obstacles related to self care, lack of confident or to people that have 

experienced bigger changes in their lives, and who is unsure of I to handle it. 

 

Andreas’ smiling face and the weekly homework have meant so much for me, and helped me in 

dealing with a difficult time of my life. 

 

Thank you, Andrea! 

 


